On 30 April 2019, the Austrian Federal Government presented its plans for tax reform, titled "Relief for Austria." Until 2022, the annual total relief, including the measures that have already come into force (family bonus plus, reduction of unemployment insurance contributions and value added tax (VAT) reduction in tourism), shall amount to €8.3 billion. The planned tax reform comprises the following actions and will enter into force in stages over several years. A bill has not been published yet.

Effective from 2020:

► At the beginning of 2020, a reduction in health insurance contributions would become effective with a "social insurance bonus" for salaries and pensions. The main aim is to relieve the burden on smaller incomes. For low income earners a bonus of up to €350 per year is proposed.

► For small entrepreneurs, the small business limit (turnover limit above which VAT is payable) would increase from the current €30,000 to €35,000 annually and in addition, a flat-rate option would be created in the future for small entrepreneurs with a turnover of up to €35,000 as part of the income taxation.

► The limit for the immediate depreciation of low-value assets would be increased from the current €400 to €800 and as of 2021 to €1,000.

► Up to 400,000 tax returns would be significantly simplified through new flat-rate options.
Austrian Government introduces phased-in tax reform including a decrease in corporate income tax rate

- For car-related taxes, low emission vehicles shall be privileged. Further, also privileges/tax advantages for electric bicycles, photovoltaic systems, for biogas, hydrogen and liquefied natural gas are proposed.

- Books, newspapers and periodicals would, in the future, also be subject to the reduced VAT rate of 10% if they are purchased in electronic form.

Effective from 2021:

- Austria’s individual progressive income tax rates would be reduced. The first individual income tax bracket (income tax rate for income between €11,000 and €18,000) would be reduced from 25% to 20%. All other tax rates would remain unchanged in 2021. Additional relief (also for the other individual income tax brackets) would become effective in 2022.

- A lump-sum allowance (currently €132) would be increased to €300 per year.

Effective from 2022:

- The corporate income tax rate would be reduced to 23% from the current rate of 25%.

- The second individual income tax bracket (for income between €18,000 and €31,000) would be reduced from 35% to 30%, and the third bracket (for income between €31,000 and €60,000) would be reduced from 42% to 40%.

- In addition, the tax-free profit allowance for individuals with operating income would be increased.

Effective from 2023:

- The corporate income tax rate would be reduced to the final rate of 21%.

The following topics were also announced (without further details): i) a new codification of the Income Tax Act; ii) an extension of the preferential treatment for employee profit-participations with a maximum of 10% of profit and up to €3,000 per employee per year; iii) simplifications in payroll accounting through a uniform assessment basis for ancillary wage costs; iv) option for taxpayers to apply for a tax audit in certain cases; v) the abolition of the sparkling wine tax; and vi) an extension of the research premium and a faster duration of the procedure. In addition, certain stamp duties, such as stamp duties for assignments and guarantees, would be abolished.
Austria: Reorganization of the Federal Finance Administration as of 1 January 2020

On 10 April 2019, the Austrian Federal Ministry of Finance published a draft bill for reorganization of the finance administration in Austria for review. In the future there shall be the following five organizational units:

► Finanzamt Österreich (Tax Office Austria)
► Zollamt Österreich (Customs Office Austria)
► Finanzamt für Großbetriebe (Tax Office for Large Enterprises)
► Amt für Betrugsbekämpfung (Anti-Fraud Office)
► Prüfdienst für lohnabhängige Abgaben und Beiträge (Office for Wage Tax Audits)

As of 1 January 2020, the Austrian Tax Office and the Tax Office for Large Enterprises are to replace the 40 tax offices that have been in place so far. The nine customs offices shall be merged into one tax authority, the Customs Office Austria. The existing locations of the tax and customs offices are to be retained in principle.

The Tax Office for Large Enterprises will be responsible for taxable persons who

► exceeded the revenue threshold of €10m in the previous two years,
► are part of a multinational group within the meaning of the Transfer Pricing Documentation Law (total revenue of the multinational group in the previous year of at least €750m),
► private foundations,
► provide financial services and are subject to supervision by the Austrian Financial Market Authority,
► have been recognized by a state government as a non-profit construction association,
► are part of an Austrian group for corporate income tax purposes, provided that the group parent or a group member falls within the competence of the Tax Office for Large Companies, or
► are subject to horizontal monitoring or applied for horizontal monitoring.

The responsibility of the Tax Office for Large Enterprises shall include taxes which already fall under responsibility of the current tax audit department for large enterprises, and wage taxes.
The Tax Office for Large Enterprises will be responsible for the repayment of withholding taxes in accordance with double taxation agreements and the refund of withholding tax on dividend distributions.

Further legislation remains to be seen.
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- The Latest on BEPS – 8 April 2019 ►Read more

**EU Developments**

- EU Joint Transfer Pricing Forum releases report on application of profit split method within the EU and provides summary of achievements of present mandate ►Read more

**Country Updates**

**Algeria**

- Algerian Tax Authority issues additional guidance on limitation of technical assistance costs and interest deductions under 2019 Finance Act ►Read more

**Argentina**

- Argentina’s Executive Power proposes bill to promote knowledge-based economy ►Read more

**Australia**

- Australian Taxation Office releases Draft Law Companion Ruling on targeted integrity rule under the hybrid mismatch rules ►Read more
- Australian Tax Office issues draft ruling on thin capitalization arm’s-length debt test ►Read more

**Canada**

- Canada: Newfoundland and Labrador issues budget 2019/20 ►Read more
- Canada: Ontario issues budget 2019/20 ►Read more
- Canada: CCA acceleration measures substantively enacted as part of 2019 budget implementation bill ►Read more

**China**

- China signs revised income tax treaty with New Zealand ►Read more
Country Updates

Colombia

• Colombia and Switzerland sign mutual agreement for Colombian tax residents to request refund of Swiss withholding tax on dividends and interest  ➤Read more

Cyprus

• Cyprus adopts legislation implementing EU Anti-Tax Avoidance Directive  ➤Read more

Czech Republic

• Czech Republic publishes draft proposal on Mandatory Disclosure Rules  ➤Read more

Denmark

• Denmark: New tax rules ease access to retail market for equity-based investment funds  ➤Read more

Gabon

• Gabon Tax Authority extends deadline for filing of Corporation Tax Return and Transfer Pricing Documentation 2018  ➤Read more

Hong Kong

• Hong Kong Tax Authority issues practice note on deductibility of R&D expenditures  ➤Read more

India

• Indian Tax Administration invites public comments on proposal to amend rules on profit attribution to permanent establishment  ➤Read more
• Indian court rules on US companies’ permanent establishment due to sales and marketing activities in India  ➤Read more

Italy

• The Italian Supreme Court rules fronting structures constitute unlawful lending  ➤Read more

Japan

• Japan and The Netherlands submit instruments of ratification for MLI  ➤Read more
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Luxembourg
- Luxembourg deposits instrument of approval for MLI ➤Read more

Malaysia
- Malaysia updates the Special Voluntary Disclosure Program ➤Read more

Mexico
- Mexico: Tax incentives for northern border region ➤Read more

The Netherlands
- Japan and The Netherlands submit instruments of ratification for MLI ➤Read more

New Zealand
- New Zealand rejects Tax Working Group recommendation to implement a capital gains tax ➤Read more
- China signs revised income tax treaty with New Zealand ➤Read more

Nigeria
- Nigeria signs Road Infrastructure Development and Refurbishment Investment Tax Credit Scheme ➤Read more

Norway
- Norwegian Ministry of Finance issues bill proposal for statutory general anti-abuse rule ➤Read more

Panama
- Panama establishes tax amnesty program ➤Read more

Poland
- Poland publishes draft bill introducing simplified APA procedure ➤Read more

Puerto Rico
- Puerto Rico's Department of Labor and Human Resources postpones mandatory e-filing of unemployment quarterly returns ➤Read more

Russia
- Russian State Duma approves new right to recover input VAT on exported services ➤Read more
Country Updates

South Korea

- Korea proposes reduced securities transaction tax rates on securities traded on the stock exchange  ►Read more

Switzerland

- Colombia and Switzerland sign mutual agreement for Colombian tax residents to request refund of Swiss withholding tax on dividends and interest  ►Read more

Taiwan

- Taiwan issues tax ruling on corporate migration  ►Read more

Turkey

- Turkey announces new economic reform package with new set of tax reforms  ►Read more

Uganda

- Uganda issues Tax Amendment Bills 2019  ►Read more

United States

- Report on recent US international tax developments - 3 May 2019  ►Read more
- Report on recent US international tax developments - 26 April 2019  ►Read more
- Report on recent US international tax developments - 19 April 2019  ►Read more
- Report on recent US international tax developments - 12 April 2019  ►Read more
- US: Latest additions to LB&I compliance campaigns focus on transfer pricing and information reporting  ►Read more
- US IRS publishes a 2019 revised Tax Treaty Table 1 with numerous updates and footnote clarifications  ►Read more
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